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ABSTRACT 
A mathematical model supported by a numerical computer code with 

distributed parameters has been developed in order to describe the evolution of the 
deuteron concentration profile inside a Pd cathode under pulsed electrolysis. 

A delocalized gas picture has been used when the deuterons exceed the ratio 
x = 0.8 in Pd-D compounds. Several boundary conditions have been taken into 
account. 

A good agreement has been found between the system evolution and the 
experimental data (D. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well established that Deuterium (or Hydrogen) can be loaded in the Pd 
lattice even above the loading ratio x = D/Pd = 0.8 (atoms of D per atom of Pd). 
Up to this value Deuterium (or hydrogen) atoms are arranged in the lattice 
octahedral sites. A further increase in concentration (or loading ratio) could be 
described by assuming delocalized "guest" atoms arranged in interstitial sites 
corresponding to tetrahedral sites, otherwise forbidden. The low energy barrier 
between tetrahedral sites allows this population to be described as almost free to 
move form one site to another^. In the following we will refer only to Deuterium. 

We now quote from the current literature some features of D-Pd compounds, 
showing that the D atoms exceeding the x=0.8 D/Pd ratio have a distinctive kind 
of interaction with the lattice. 
a) It has been observed (3,4) that the diffusion coefficient of D (and H) in Pd 
increases steeply by almost two orders of magnitude above x = 0.8. This effect can 
be explained by assuming that the energy variation, required for an atom to move 
from a lattice site to another, decreases as the concentration increases. Since the 
diffusion coefficient follows the Arrhenius law 

a steep increase must be expected if the energy barrier between two allowed 
positions is decreased. 
b) It is known (5,6) that the volume change (AV/V) of the Pd lattice cell as a 
function of the loading ratio is a straight line, which shows a change in slope 
approximately at x = 0.8. This means that, for concentrations higher than this, 
the interaction between the D atoms and the Pd lattice changes. 
c) The Pd electronical configuration is [Kr]4di0. However, its metallic 
behaviour permits hybridization with the broad band 5sp. The electrons fill the 4d 
band up to the Fermi energy, leaving 0.36 available states per Pd atom at the top 
of the band. In the PdD compound the d-electrons fill a group of low lying states, 
with high symmetry well below the Fermi energy (7), then fill the available states 
in the 4d and 5sp bands. This is a low cost operation untili free states are available, 
then it is mandatory to increase the Fermi energy, which can be very expensive in 
terms of energy balance for the system. 

d) Measurements of magnetic susceptibility and electronic specific heat (?) show 
that the density of states close to the (ermi energy decreases when the hydrogen 
content increases. However, Hall effect measurements (8) show a steeper decrease 
of the Hall constant for x = 0.83 H/Pd atoms corresponding to an increase of the 
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electrical conductivity for the same concentration. The two sets of measurements 
are consistent only if one assumes that for x—0.8 a new kind of carrier must be 
considered. Therefore we believe that the incoming D atoms are fully delocalized 
and can contribute like a proton to the transport properties of the compounds. 

These features prompt us to propose a picture in which D atoms in Pd lattice 
oscillate, tightly bound, around their equilibrium positions (octaedral sites) for x 
< 0.8, but are strongly delocalized for higher concentrations. The proposed model 
is based on the following assumptions: 
1 ) the Deuteron sub-lattice is decoupled from the Pd lattice, 
2) The Deuteron-Deutercn interaction is short-range with a typical length AD 

of the order of the electron screening length in metals. 

2. THE MODEL 

Many experiments indicate that anomalous heat may be produced during 
electrolytic charging of D into Pd if the loading ratio is in the range 0.8-1, or 
larger. A typical feature of the first experiments was the need for a long pre-
charging procedure, as long as weeks, or even months, for the anomalous effect to 
appear. More recently a pulsed technique has been used i9), consisting in either 
applying a sawtooth current (just at the beginning of the run), or alternating low 
currents to high currents with long periods ("lo-hi" technique), resulting in a much 
more efficient charging mechanism. This behaviour motivated us to study, 
theoretically the loading and the transport dynamics of D in Pd in the framework 
of lo-hi electrolysis. 

The model considers the Pd cathode as a membrane (with very high 
surface/thickness ratio), separating two regions. Two different instances have been 
considered: 
i) The cathode is totally immersed in an electrolytic cell, 
ii) Only one side of the cathode participates to electrolysis, while the other side 

is exposed to an environment containing D2 gas (see Fig.l). 
We can then write an expression for the atom flow, depending both on 

concentration and local electric field: 

where 9 is the diffusion coefficient, F Faraday's constant, E the total local 
electric field, C the concentration, R the gas constant and T the temperature. 



The local electric field can be considered as the algebraic sum of the applied 
electric field (due to electrolysis) and the reactional field due to the Thomas-Fermi 
potential between D atoms. The former is non-zero only at the cathode-electrolyte 
interface, while the latter can be calculated as a function of the loading ratio. 
Then, the mass transfer equation, in transient conditions, can be written as: 

(2) ~=VJ 

where z* is the effective deuteron charge (electro transport)* 10) and C the 
concentration of delocalized deuterons. The interaction potential between 
delocalized deuterons (in the Thomas-Fermi picture) is: 

(3) *=- 2 - exp( - f - ) 
4nc r A_ 

o D 

where r is the distance between a delocalized deuteron and the first neighbour 
(proportional to l/Nl'3), q is the electric charge and AD is the Debye length: 

ckT 

' 2ne2 

— ax n — ne o 

It is well known that the Pd electronic properties and the electronic screening 
are changed by increasing the deuterium concentration. The a constant takes into 
account that the screening electrons decrease from 0.6 to -0.25 per Pd atoms when 
the D/Pd ratio increases from 0.7 to 1 (?). 

The initial and boundary conditions are : 

C, t <t<(2n+l)t 71 = 0,1,2, ) 
l o # 

(4a) a) Cit.t) =-

C (2n+l)/ <t<2{n+))t E(x,t) = E 
I t t O 0 

dc 

(4b) b> e = L i^^1-02'-^.^^. 

where 6 is the fraction of saturated adsorption sited (gas side surface). 
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(4c) . L dC 
Q x= =0 

2 dt 
€0<t<L 

where 2ta is the period of the pulsed electrolysis, L is the cathode thickness Ci and 
C2 are the surface concentrations on the electrolysis side, in low and high current 
respectively <n>; K^es (cm2 s-l) and Kads (cm 2 s-i atm-1) are the desorption and 
adsorption constants U-) respectively, Cs is the D surface concentration on the 
gas phase cathode side. Condition (4a) describes the electrolysis side of the 
electrode, condition (4b) describes the gas side electrode. Concentration is set 
equal Ci in add and C2 in even semiperiod thus realizing the pulsed electrolysis 
condition. In continuos electrolysis case the 4a) is changed into 

condition (4c) refers to a symmetric electrolysis (the membrane cathode is between 
two equal anodic plates). 

The gas flux from/towards the cathode produces a variation of the number of 
D molecules in the gas phase and thus a pressure variation: 

(5) £ = 5 1 aNc*s 

dt V dt 

where P is the gas pressure, V is the gas volume and the derivative on the right 
side is evaluated by the desorption-adsorption flux. 

The model just described has been solved numerically by a finite-difference 
method. For the adsorption/desorption constants, data from the literature have 
been used. 

3. RESULTS 

The main feature of the pulsed electrolysis is that the system is continuously 
forced away from its equilibrium and strong concentration gradients arise in the 
bulk. Figure 2a shows the concentration profiles for two contiguous slabs beneath 
the surface in a Pd cathode dipped in pulsed electrolysis with symmetrical electric 
field, i.e. condition 4c. Figure. 2b shows the same for a continuous electrolysio. The 
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crossing of two concentration profiles in fig. 2a, for a certain time, means that 
density waves move into a Pd membrane during a pulsed electrolysis. 

Figure 3a shows the pulsed electrolysis case with asymmetrical boundary 
conditions, i.e. condition 4a, 4b. Figures 3a and 3b refer to different current 
periods. If the high-low current period is too long the system reaches its steady 
state and gradients are decreased. 

One of the most interesting features of the asymmetrical electrolysis is the 
behaviour of the flux of D atoms through the separation surface between Pd 
cathode and Deuterium gas. The authors observed experimentally d) that the Pd 
cathod acts as a D permeable membrane, which is well known. The throughput 
flux is a function both of the gas pressure and of the surface concentration at a 
fixed temperature, according to the phase diagram. 

The flux is higher when the gas pressure is lower than the equilibrium 
pressure allowed for a certain surface concentration Cs. However, since Cs 
depends on the lo-hi current period, the permeating flux oscillates according to it 
(fig. 4a). This behaviour can not be simply explained by the cathode temperature 
variation during the pulsed electrolysis because the system doesn't reach any 
steady state typical of thermal relaxation process.. 

The model obtained describing the surface kinetics with condition (4b) 
reproduces the observed behaviour quite well, see fig. 4b. The kinetic constants 
used in (4c) have been extrapolated from literature. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The main assumption we have made is that there is a correspondence 
between the applied electrolysis current, and the relevant surface concentration. 
It was observed experimentally O) that there is a strong correspondence, well 
reproduced by the model, between the applied current value and the D flux 
through the Pd membrane cathode in asymmetrical configuration. In a diffusion 
driven mass transfer process the flux increase corresponds to higher concentration 
gradients. Therefore the enhancement of the current is related to the increase of D 
activity. The model is not concerned with the heat production, but experiment (D 
has indicated a correlation between excess heat production and D activity in the in 
the cathode. 

The period of lo-hi current affects the charging efficiency and creates strong 
concentration gradients that might be closely connected to heat excess 
appearence. 
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Strong electric fields, mainly at the electrolyte-Pd cathode interface, enhance 
the global loading ratio. It has been observed that an increase of the potential 
across the cell (at constant current) accompanies the production of excess of 
heat. 
The experiments performed at ENEA/Frascati show that a strong D2 
absorption from the gas s'de is detected when heat excess is measured (the 
produced excess of heat is several order of magnitude larger then 
hydrogenation heat). Then the D activity into Pd seems to be strongly 
correlated to heat generation. The last point, if confirmed in further 
experiments, should give a hint on the internal mechanism of D migration 
into Pd and on the source of the excess heat measured. Experiments are 
planned to study this anomalous behaviour. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig.l Schematic drawing of the apparatus: a) cathode, b) anode, c) teflon 

support, d) glass pipe, e) oring, f) glass coil, g) cooling water inlet, h) water 
outlet. 

Fig. 2a Symmetric pulsed electrolysis, concentration profiles of two contiguous 
slabs vs. dimensionless time; y axis represents the real loading ratio D/Pd. 

Fig 2b Symmetric continuous electrolysis, concentration profiles of two 
contiguous slabs vs. dimensionless time; upper curve describes the 
concentration evolution in a slab just beneath the surface, y axis 
represents the real loading ratio D/Pd. 

Fig. 3a Asymmetric pulsed electrolysis, concentration profiles vs. dimensionless 
time, obtained with short hi-lo period; y axis represents the real loading 
ratio D/Pd. 

Fig. 3b Asymmetric pulsed electrolysis concentration profiles vs. dimensionless 
time obtained with a long hi-lo period (4 times longer than Fig. 3a); y axis 
represents the real loading ratio D/Pd. 

Fig. 4a Experimental pressure evolution in the gas side vs. experimental time. 
The D flux through the Pd cathode increases and decreases according to 
the hi-lo states, but doesn't reach the asymptotic value induced by the 
thermal relaxation. 

Fig 4b. Theoretical pressure evolution vs diruensionless time. The absolute 
values depend both on the electric field value used in the calculations and 
on the initial pressure assumed. 
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RIASSUNTO 
Per descrivere l'evoluzione dei profili di concentrazione del deuterio nel 

palladio, durante elettrolisi pulsata, è stato sviluppato un modello matematico ed 
un algoritmo numerico. Per il deuterio nel palladio a concentrazione superiore a 
D/Pd P 0.8 si è utilizzata una descrizione del tipo "gas delocalizzato". Sono state 
considerate diverse condizioni al contorno. E' stato trovato un accordo 
soddisfacente tra l'evoluzione del sistema e i dati sperimentali. 
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